Abstract -Condition monitoring is an important and challenging task actual for many areas of industry, medicine and economics. Nowadays it is necessary to provide on-line monitoring of the complex systems status, e.g. the steel production, in order to avoid faults, breakdowns or wrong diagnostics. In the present paper a novel machine learning method for the automated condition monitoring is presented. Neural Clouds (NC) is a novel data encapsulation method, which provides a confidence measure regarding classification of the complex system conditions. The presented adaptive algorithm requires only the data which corresponds to the normal system conditions, which is typically available. At the same time the fault related data acquisition is expensive and fault modeling is not always possible, especially in case one is dealing with steel production, power stations operation, human health condition or critical phenomena in financial markets. These real word applications are also presented in the paper.
INTRODUCTION
The Neural Clouds (NC) concept was successfully elaborated and applied by the Corporate Technology Department of Siemens AG for solving the steel production optimization problem [3] . However this technique has been also transferred, with the necessary modifications, to the field of vibration analysis [4] , EEG classification and financial market analysis and prediction. The application of neuro-fuzzy methods, presented in this paper, is an attempt to make the expert condition monitoring system more intelligent and able to face the real world problems, keeping the monitoring costs reasonable.
The concept presented in the paper is directed for the elaboration an efficient data encapsulation method for the adaptive solving of the so called one-side classification problem. The basic idea behind the usage of the one-side classification in the field of condition monitoring and fault analysis is that the real data, which can be collected, usually corresponds to the normal conditions of the complex systems in question. Vice versa data collection, corresponding to abnormal conditions, is expensive, and fault modeling is not always available. Here one should mention that the idea of elaboration of the classifier based on a data, collected from the system under normal operating conditions, could be extended for the case of the human healthrelated measurements classification, where the data acquisition related to particular disease is even more problematic.
The NC is applied in the following fields: analysis of vibration data [11] [12] , electroencephalography [1] [2] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and prediction of the American stock market declines [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
THE BASIS OF THE NEURAL CLOUDS ALGORITHM
In this section the Neural Clouds method is presented. Let us assume that we are dealing with a number of measurements from a real object. Every instance of the given data set could be considered as a point in n -dimensional space, where n corresponds to the number of different parameters of the system under consideration. First, the data set should be clustered. In most of the cases data should be normalized prior to the clustering. Then, the data around the clusters have to be encapsulated with the so-called Gaussian bells. At next stage the normalization and summation of the mentioned Gaussian bells should be performed, in order to obtain a hyper-surface in the system variables space which will encapsulate all the data.
In the following a more detailed explanation of mentioned steps of the algorithm is provided.
DATA NORMALIZATION As a first step the data normalization procedure should be performed in order to avoid clustering problems, corresponding to the possible significant difference in data distribution. The Min-Max normalization procedure was chosen, where the minimal value corresponds to minus identity and maximum value to plus identity respectively. An alternative approach is the normalization of the input data assuming a normal distribution diverse input data scaling is a way to modify the sensitivity per dimension. This will effect the calculation of the multi-dimensional distances for clustering purposes as well as the sensitivity of the final Neural Clouds regarding deviations from "normal" conditions.
CLUSTERING
The positioning of the radial nodes over the input space in such a way, when they represent groups or clusters of inputs vectors, can be carried out by means of any non-supervised algorithm for clustering. In our approach the well known K-Means algorithm [3] [4] is adopted and an advanced variation of the KMeans algorithm is proposed (further AKM). The most remarkable enhancement introduced is that the algorithm is able to set the optimal number of centroids between a maximal and a minimal bounds defined by the user. AKM sets centroids progressively according to density and volumetric distribution.
AKM itself consists of the next steps: Set an initial number of centroids n h , a maximal and a minimal bound. Call k-means algorithm to position n h centroids. Insert or erase centroids according to the following premises: If the distances of data are above a certain distance from the nearest centroid, then generate a new centre. If any cluster consists of less than a certain number of data, then remove the corresponding centroid. If the distance between some centroids is smaller than a certain value, then combine those clusters to one. Loop to step 2 unless a certain number of epochs is reached, or centroids number and their coordinates became stable.
AKM algorithm visualization convergence is presented at Fig. 1 .
APPLICATION OF GAUSSIAN BELLS After all centroids have been extracted from the input data, the data should be encapsulated with the hyper surface. For this purpose Gaussian distributions-so called "Gaussian bells"-are used [2] : (1) where m i is the centre of the Gaussian bell and σ is the width of the Gaussian bell. The centroid of the AKM cluster becomes the center of corresponding Gaussian bell. Each cluster is covered with the corresponding Gaussian bell. A constant width per dimension is selected in order to avoid side-effects, related to the subsequent normalization.
NORMALIZATION OF THE GAUSSIAN BELLS
The sum of all Gaussian bells is provided in order to obtain the encapsulating surface. It may be more than unity-in case these bells have cross sections (see Fig. 2 ). Therefore, normalization similar to the partitioning-to-one known for radial-basis function networks should be performed as far as those values would be used as probability measures with values between 0 and 1. Applying the partitioning-to-one approach, however, leads to the value 1 overall the input space. An additional factor g 0 is introduced (see Eq. (2)).
As a first step of the Gaussian bells normalization let us perform the data outliers determination. For this purpose let us construct the supplemental Gaussian bells for every data point from the given set. Summing up the values of all Gaussian bells for given data set, values represented in Fig. 3 could be obtained. This information enables to determine the bias factor g 0 , represented by the horizontal line, e.g. by setting it equal to the value, which corresponds to the first percentile of all sums of Gaussian bells (or sums of values of Radial Basis Functions (further RBF)). The underlying assumption is that the encapsulation of outliers should be avoided in order to obtain plausible results for the Neural Clouds. The normalized data encapsulator is defined as: (2) where R i ( x ) are the Gaussian bells, as defined by (1), and g 0 is a global factor, described above. Figure 3 shows the g 0 influence to the final width of the encapsulator. Given input x as a matrix of inputs (patterns) and the output will be a vector of confidence levels, calculated for each element.
Different sets of parameters g 0 , σ and the number of AKM clusters n are responsible for the adaptation of the NC to the given data set and determining different tolerance levels. As a possible extension of the presented approach authors consider the automation of the mentioned above values selection. However, not all information for these parameters could be extracted out of the given data set. Sensitivity per dimension, the noise level in the data and the evidence of outliers in the data is critical information, usually provided by experts.
Here, it should be mentioned, that this constructed mechanism could be described in a form of Radial Basis Function network [10] , as it is shown in Fig. 4 . After such a network is manually trained by tuning mentioned parameters on the measured data, it could be used for the confidence level estimation for the new measurements.
The output vector, generated by the NC algorithm, is in a form of a confidence value between 0 and 1 that can be interpreted as a measure of the failure probability according to the expression in Eq. (3): (3) where P f is failure probability and P c is a confidence level.
The visualization of the constructed sample NC is presented at Fig. 5 . On the left side the confidence levels are represented by the contour lines and on the right-by the 3D surface.
COMPARISON OF THE NC WITH PARZEN WINDOW AND GAUSSIAN MIXTURE ALGORITHMS
In order to compare Neural Clouds with the same type algorithms authors have used Gaussian mixture approach [18] and Parzen window (Kernel density estimation) [19] . The comparison results could be found at Fig. 5 . The dataset, consisting of 3 clusters, was artificially generated in order to compare different approaches (random number generator was used to create dataset).
As one can see Neural Cloud has a big advantage in comparison with other techniques since it creates unique plateau, which height could be interpreted as probability. If the measurement corresponds to the top of the plateau (see Eq. (3)), probability is equal to one. 
EXAMPLE FOR VIBRATION ANALYSIS
Numerous papers during the last decades were devoted to the vibration analysis problems [11] . The main idea behind the traditional approaches is that some particular defects generate the noticeable increase of amplitude on the frequencies which could be calculated from e.g. bearing or gearbox parameters. Implementing amplitudes monitoring within some frequency bands around these frequencies, experts determine, whether this situation corresponds to the normal state of the system or to the fault one [12] . The main difficulty of such approach is the following. For the quite complex systems, where the sensors are measuring the superposition of signals from different sources (e.g. system could contain several different bearings, so that their defect frequencies can overlap each other) and the certain noise, standard methods could not be applied. This work is focused on development of an evaluation method, which is aimed to perform a diagnosis of rotating machinery without prior knowledge regarding the internal structure of the system and the Normalized density for Parzen-window , 2D
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Normalized density for Neural Cloud , 3D system environment. This evaluation method has to be able to distinguish data, obtained in normal situations, from the critical and abnormal ones.
This application of the neuro-fuzzy modeling enables to detect variations from the standard behavior. For this particular application a number of Fourier spectra, measured for the system in normal state, were used for the encapsulating surface (NC) creation. After the so-called training phase, the abovementioned method was used for classification of the succeeding states by computing the confidence values for them.
The spectrum peaks generate different alarm levels, which depend on the corresponding confidence level (see Fig. 6 ). If there is a critical change in the spectrum, the confidence level decreases from 100% to 0%. By means of setting the appropriate alarm levels the algorithm (NC) could estimate whether the situation corresponds to the uncritical-good-, critical-warning-, or extremely critical-alarmstates (see Fig. 7 ).
It represents a model to support the human expert in the task of estimating the remaining system lifetime and preventing the breakdowns. Moreover the evolution of the confidence value could be followed during weeks or months if the NC is installed as an on-line monitoring system, performing periodic measurements with a frequency of minute order. This represents a significant stage for the concept of the real time diagnosis system. The developed evaluation method enables the detection of system defects and also the efficient diagnostic of the system (which is under monitoring) "health".
EEG CLASSIFICATION PROBLEM Modern electroencephalography uses constantly expanding variety of signal processing algorithms. Along with wide developing of computer systems in last decades this makes it possible to extract more information about brain processes in wide range of studies. Numerous papers on quantitative electroenceph- alography have been published [1] [2] . These studies are very important for understanding the nature of processes in human brain. Nevertheless, inverse problem meets many difficulties. In situations, when it is necessary to make diagnostics of disease, state or peculiarities of the person under study, qualitative methods are still most effective. The main disadvantage of these methods is the neurophysiologist requirement to make qualified subjective assessment of the EEG recording. In addition, subjective assessment cannot be instant and be used in long time monitoring. One of the possible ways to solve this problem is the usage of intellectual classification systems. Their successful development will make it possible to express diagnostics of brain diseases and building of diagnostic, monitoring systems etc.
Modern diagnostic systems studies, based on artificial neural networks, show the potential of such methods [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In present work, we suggest a new approach in these methods. In order to show, how powerful the method can be, authors applied this method to the classification of one of the most difficult time series types, namely EEG. Classification of the EEG recordings is very difficult task. The idea behind the classification is to say whether the EEG belongs to healthy subject or not, or to evaluate the state of the subject during the EEG registration. In present only neurologist can firmly identify EEG fragments, which correspond to abnormal patient's state,-by subjective evaluation.
As the first experience, it was decided to try to distinguish the EEG of the subject with open eyes from the EEG of the same subject with closed eyes. EEG's, recorded in these two states, can be easy distinguished subjectively. We used EEGs, recorded from 19 electrodes, placed according to the international 10-20 system [14] . The idea was to build NC (in 19 dimensional space) for the EEG recording of the man with open eyes and then to present the EEG of the same man with closed eyes to the trained NC in order to obtain the answer, whether the new points belong to the NC or not, without inducing the prior knowledge about the EEG time series into the algorithm. Results are presented in the Table 1. In the following "training set" means, that some measurements have been randomly taken from the EEG, recorded in the state with open eyes, which was used for the NC creation. Test set stands for the projection of the measurements on the NC, which is not used for NC creation, but which corresponds to the EEG, recorded in the state with open eyes. Generalization set means that the data, which corresponds to the EEG, recorded in the state with closed eyes, have been projected on NC, constructed using the EEG data, which corresponds to the EEG, recorded in the state with open eyes. "Probability" means that with such probability the measurement, projected on NC, belongs to the EEG, recorded in the state with open eyes. For more details about the computational experiment see Table 1 . To make the obtained results more evident, the technique mentioned above has been applied for another dataset. These are EEGs, recorded before and during epileptic seizure. They correspond to two different states of the brain (in context of epilepsy). These two kinds of EEG recordings also can be easy distinguished visually. Results one can see in the Table 2 below.
As one can see from the results above, this method have easily separated the EEG recordings, made before seizure, from the EEG recordings, made during seizure.
This method may be used in clinical practice-EEG (sometime combined with video-recording) longterm seizure monitoring. This diagnostic procedure makes it possible to record EEG during up to 72 h [15, 16] and is useful when epileptiform activity can be registered only in seizure. Also, in some forms of epilepsy (focal epilepsy, for example) or in absence patient's behavior during seizure may be hardly distinguished from normal, specially if outpatient monitoring (ambulatory EEG monitoring) is used and no medical staff is near by [17] . Application of this method under described circumstances may be very helpful.
EARLY DETECTION OF THE FAILURES OF THE DJIA INDEX
In order to show, that NC technique is really universal, authors decided to apply NC method for the early detection of the declines on the financial market, since financial market could be considered as a complex system with "normal" and "abnormal" behavior. The idea was to predict recent crashes interpreted as rapidly decays of the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) index in the period of few days. More specifically the crash on financial market is defined as noticeable decline of indexes or even separate stocks quotations in short period of time. The noticeable decline is interpreted as the price change expressed in K%, where the threshold value K is specific for various financial instruments and even for different time intervals. For example for DJIA index the value of K can be accepted on the level 7-9% in three days. Since NC method stands for the early detection of the "abnormal" behavior it should extract "abnormal" behavior out of the adjusted close price behavior and volume behavior. There are several works on the prediction of the failures on the financial markets [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
For the back testing of the NC method DJIA dataset in the range from 01.01.2000 till 01.02.2008 was used. The data source used for this problem is http://finance.yahoo.com. In the figure below (see Fig. 8 ) one can find results of such back testing experiment. Authors considered situation on the market as "normal" and trained NC on the data range from 01.01.2000 till 01.02.2007. Then one should apply trained NC for the rest of the data, where few crashes took place. In Fig. 8 one can find results of the application of the NC to the unknown data which contained recent crashes of the DJIA index. In Fig. 8 (for the middle picture) one can find legend labels marked as "abnormal behavior" and "normal behavior". The behavior was defined from the easy rule. At first one should define "Signal Line" (in the following signal line was chosen to be 0.99) which stands as indicator line. In case "Probability estimation" for the current measurement intersect Signal Line bottom-up one should consider the behavior of the index as "abnormal". In case opposite intersection one should consider the behavior of the index as going to normal or normal.
Overall result is that NC detected abnormal behavior earlier than crashes happened (in average investors would have 3-5 days to make decision before crash). In general such system can be applied for any economical system, which has to be considered as normal or abnormal, for example micro or macro economics can be considered as a complex system with critical phenomena.
CONCLUSIONS
An efficient one-side classification algorithm has been proposed with some application examples. The main advantage of the presented approach lies in necessity of only one training data set, corresponding to the normal system state. Usually acquisition of such kind data is rather simple, whereas the collection of data related to the fault or abnormal behavior is more difficult.
The overall scheme of NC algorithm usage could be described as selection of the plant conditions set of related measurements, collecting a certain amount of data corresponding to ensured normal state and training of the NC with this data. After training procedure the NC ready for the classification of the succeeding states of the system which has to be under monitoring. Whenever some significant changes appear in the system normal state, e.g. due to some environment changes, the NC should be retrained in order to avoid false alarms.
As a possible extension of suggested approach the authors consider the introduction of an automatic procedure for important parameters selection. Here, the noise level of the data as well as the NC sensitivity per input dimension should be provided as hyper-parameters.
The method, presented in the present paper, makes it possible to create the detector of the critical variations in the complex system behavior. This approach was successfully implemented and tested within the real rotating machinery test bench, based on the Siemens automation equipment [13] .
